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3) Ignite using a natural re starter or kindling and gradually 
add more fuel to support a small, controlled re for at least 30 
to 40 minutes.  The goal is to very gradually warm up the walls 
and bottom of the tandoor.  The slower you heat the tandoor, 
the fewer cracks will form. 

   

4)4) After 30 to 40 minutes, increase the amount of ame in 
your tandoor by adding more small pieces of wood.  You can 
use slightly larger pieces than in step 2.  Keep this larger re 
about half way up the tandoor, consistent and controlled, for 
an additional 30 to 40 minutes 



5) At this point you can add larger pieces of wood in order 
to increase the level of ames even more.  Try to keep the 
ames to a maximum height of the mouth.  This will ensure 
even slow heating of the walls. 

 

   
6) While keeping the ames steady, you will notice the
iinterior blackening. Once it is hot enough to begin
cooking, the black soot will burn off and the walls will 
become white.  This will happen every time you use your 
tandoor and is how you know it is hot enough to cook on.  
At this point you can cease adding fuel to your re. You will 
also notice some cracking by now and this is completely 
normal and is part of the conditioning. 



7) Once the ames start to subside, it is the perfect time to 
condition the large tandoor lid by placing it on top but 
keeping the small lid off to allow air ow.  Let your re
continue to burn until it is almost at the coal stage. 

8)8) Coals can be left on the bottom of your tandoor while 
you cook, but some prefer to remove them through the ash 
door by using a scraper and shovel.  It is up to you if you 
would rather leave the coals in or take them out,
hhowever if you leave them in it will help your tandoor stay 
hotter for a longer period of time.  Use the scraper to move 
the ash door lock out of the way and place the ash door and 
small lid back on your tandoor.  Since airow is now
restricted, the remaining fuel will begin to smoke and are 
ups will be kept to a minimum while you cook. 



9) That’s it! You’re ready to cook!  Load up your favorite
marinated meat on skewers and close the lid, or keep the lid 
open and slap some naan to the walls and watch it cook.  
You are only limited by your imagination when it comes to 
using one of the oldest cooking methods ever invented. 



WARNING! 
NEVER use ammable liquids to light your tandoor
Use the following instructions for lighting after the rst re 

has already been performed.

1.1. First take off both lids and rest them on the lid stand or ground.  
Place the ash grate on the bottom of your tandoor and place a stack 
of dry hardwood inside, on top of the ash grate.  You can ll your tan-
door ½ to ¾ full.  Your tandoor is now ready to light.  If you wish, you 
can keep your tandoor covered at this stage and light it at another 
time.
  
2.2. With both lids and the ash door off and placed safely to the side, 
light the wood inside your tandoor utilizing a natural re starting 
cube or by lighting some kindling.  Now you can sit back, relax and 
enjoy the re, but be sure to remain nearby to keep your re con-
tained and safe

3. You will know your tandoor is ready to use when the re has 
burned down, and the walls have turned white as the soot has 
burned off.  Rake or shovel the coals to evenly distribute them and 
try to smother any remaining ames.  Close the ash door.  You could 
also remove the coals that remain if you wish.  You are now ready to 
load up your tandoor with skewers of meat and vegetables, slap 
some naan to the wall, hang a whole chicken on a hook inside, or 
lolower a 3 tier rack loaded with fresh sh inside.  Check out our      
website, http://luxury-tandoors.com, for some recipe ideas.

4. Once your tandoor is loaded, place the lids back on top and be 
sure that the ash door remains closed.  Sit back and enjoy the 
aromas that will be lling your yard.  Try to hold back the temptation 
to keep checking on your food as this will let heat out and you’re 
your tandoor. Use the chart below as a timing guide for what you 
will be cooking.  When cooking larger pieces of meat or for pro-
longed periods of cooking it may be benecial to leave burning 
ccoals inside your tandoor.  Once you’ve estimated that you food is 
ready, open your tandoor and remove.  Check for doneness and 
place back inside the tandoor if necessary.  Feast and enjoy.



Pro Tips:

. .  The small lid and ash door can be used to control airow 
inside your tandoor.  If you open them when live coals are 
present in the last few minutes of cooking, the increase in 
temperature and direct heat will caramelize the surface of 
the food inside your tandoor.  This is perfect for crisping the 
skin on a tandoor roast chicken.

. .  The walls inside your tandoor are self cleaning! Every time 
you re up your tandoor, the ames will engulf the walls and 
cleanse them.  Once the walls are hot enough to cook with, 
they will turn white and be free of any debris.  



SAFETY PRECAUTIONS

.  NEVER pour water or any other liquids inside your tandoor, 
especially when it is hot.

. .  Your tandoor must always be on a at, stable and re proof 
surface.  If you choose to place your tandoor on a wooden 
deck, patio or other ammable surface, you must use a tan-
door stand.

.  In windy conditions the ames coming from your tandoor 
while warming up can shoot up several feet above the oven.  
Please use extra caution in monitoring your re.

. .  When not in use, keep your tandoor covered, with either 
one of our custom made covers which are available for pur-
chase online, or in a covered area.  This helps prevent your 
tandoor from absorbing excess moisture and collecting dirt.

.  The tandoor body and metal work can get EXTREMELY 
HOT during use.  This can cause severe burns.  Exercise ex-
treme caution and use heat resistant gloves whenever possi-
ble, especially when handling skewers, hooks or any other 
items that have been inside the tandoor.

.  Never leave children or impaired individuals alone with a 
hot tandoor as this may lead to injury or severe burns.

.  Never light a re in a soaking wet tandoor.  If your tandoor 
has been out in the rain, allow it to dry naturally for a few 
days, and then heat it up as though you were conducting a 
rst re.

. .  When using your tandoor in extremely cold weather, or if 
your tandoor has not been used for a very long time, heat it 
up as though you were conducting a rst re.  Please see our 
First Fire Guide above for more detailed instructions.



WARRANTY INFORMATION
Luxury Tandoors warrants to the original purchaser that their 
tandoor is free of defects in material and workmanship at the 
date of purchase for the following periods:

. .  Limited Three (3) Year Warranty to the original purchaser 
on all ceramic components. These ceramic components are 
not covered for breakage from dropping, improper storage, 
misuse (including incorrect rst time use) or abuse

. One (1) year for all cast-iron parts and accessories

. Thirty (30) days on other accessories.
WHAT IS NOT COVERED

TThese Warranties are based on normal and reasonable
residential use and service of the product. Commercial
uses and related applications are excluded from Warranty
coverage. Warranty does not apply to any incidental losses or 
accidental damage or breakage, or for any damage caused by:
ttransporting; dropping; misassembly; improperly supporting; 
attempting to suspend the tandoor by any means other than 
an approved tandoor base or solid, non-combustible surface 
under the base; commercial use; modications; alterations; 
negligence; abuse; improper care; road hazards; normal and 
reasonable wear and tear; oods, storms or natural disasters. 
Warranty coverage does not extend to scratches, dents, chips, 
crcrazing, fading, appearances or minor cosmetic cracks of the 
exterior that do not affect the performance of the tandoor. 



The Tandoor Oriental is one of our most popular tandoors. Featuring an Asian inspired 
design, highlighted with red sienna pigments on the clay body, this tandoor oven is      
sure to become the centerpiece of your backyard.  With an extra-large mouth and the 
ability to accommodate more than 20 skewers, this oven has the perfect balance of form 
and function. 

Size - XL
Package Weight - 210 kg, 463 lb
Package Dimensions –
90 x 90 x 120 cm
35.5 x 35.5 x 47.25 in
Wall thickness - 7 cm, 2.75 in
WWeight - 200 kg, 441 lb
Belly Diameter - 83 cm, 32.7 in
Mouth Diameter - 33 cm, 13 in
Height - 120 cm, 47.25 in
Height (w/o lid) - 83 cm, 32.7 in
Skewers - 20
Accessories - Ash Grate,
AAsh Scraper, Ash Shovel, Base,
Lid Stand, Skewer Hanger,
Lids - Small and Big

Size - XL
Package Weight - 180 kg, 397 lb
Package Dimensions –
85 x 5 x 120 cm
35.5 x 35.5 x 47.25 in
Wall thickness - 6 cm, 2.35 in
WWeight - 170 kg, 375 lb
Belly Diameter - 79 cm, 31.1 in
Mouth Diameter - 33 cm, 13.75 in
Height - 12 cm, 44 in
Height (w/o lid) - 2 cm, 28.35 in
Skewers - 20
Accessories - Ash Grate,
AAsh Scraper, Ash Shovel, Base, 
Skewer Hanger, Lids - Small and Big

TANDOOR ALADDIN

TANDOOR ORIENTAL



The Antique is one of our three largest tandoor models. It separates itself from the others 
by having the smallest footprint of the trio. 

It is 3’ 4’’ tall and has a mouth diameter of 11”, and a belly diameter of 24”.   This model sits 
directly on the ground, however there is an optional tandoor base available for purchase. 
This tandoor includes an accessory package with an ash grate, ash scraper, ash shovel, 
skewer hanger, and 12 skewers and also includes a matching stand to hold your ash 
shovel and scraper.

The big brother of the smaller Khan, the Ataman has the capability to feed a small army of 
hungry guests. The word Ataman refers to a military commander of a Russian army, and 
this is represented by its strong shape, armour like metalwork and accents on the clay 
body. This tandoor matches beauty and functionality and is sure to impress your guests.

Size - L
Package Weight - 150 kg, 331 lb
Package Dimensions –
65 x 65 x 115 cm
25.6 x 25.6 x 45.25 in
Wall thickness - 7 cm, 2.75 in
WWeight - 140 kg, 309 lb
Belly Diameter - 60 cm, 23.6 in
Mouth Diameter - 28 cm, 11 in
Height - 120 cm, 47.25 in
Height (w/o lid) - 109 cm, 43 in
Skewers - 12
Accessories - Ash Grate,
AAsh Scraper, Ash Shovel, Skewer 
Hanger, Stand for Scraper and 
Shovel, Lids - Small and Large

TANDOOR ANTIQUE

Size - L
Package Weight - 135 kg, 298 lb
Package Dimensions –
65 x 65 x 115 cm
25.6 x 25.6 x 45.25 in
Wall thickness - 5 cm, 2 in
WWeight - 125 kg, 275 lb
Belly Diameter - 61 cm, 24 in
Mouth Diameter - 32 cm, 12.6 in
Height - 108 cm, 42.5 in
Height (w/o lid) - 74 cm, 29.15 in
Skewers - 12
Accessories - Ash Grate, Ash
SScraper, Ash Shovel, Skewer 
Hanger, Lids - Small and Large

TANDOOR ATAMAN



If you love the shape, look, and style of our largest model Tandoor Aladdin, but need 
something a little smaller, the Aladdin Mini is the perfect choice for you. The detail
crafted metalwork with accents on the clay body make this tandoor an attention
grabbing centrepiece., much like it’s big brother.
 

The Tandoor Khan is in the medium size range of our tandoors. It features a classic pottery 
vase shape, clean lines, and nely detailed metalwork. This tandoor has the same high 
quality craftsmanship as our larger tandoors, but at a more affordable price point.
It accommodates 8 or more skewers for you to make large, delicious meals for friends
and family. 

Size - M
Package Weight - 115 kg, 253 lb
Package Dimensions –
70 x 70 x 92 cm
27.5 x 27.5 x 36.25 in
Wall thickness - 5 cm, 2 in
WWeight - 103 kg, 227 lb
Belly Diameter - 62 cm, 24.4 lb
Mouth Diameter - 29 cm, 11.4 in
Height - 87 cm, 34.25 in
Height (w/o lid) - 61 cm, 24 in
Skewers - 12
Accessories - Ash Grate,
AAsh Scraper, Ash Shovel, Base,
Lid Stand, Skewer Hanger,
Lids - Small and Large

TANDOOR ALADDIN-MINI

TANDOOR KHAN

Size - M
Package Weight - 135 kg, 298 lb
Package Dimensions –
65 x 65 x 110 cm
25.6 x 25.6 x 243 in
Wall thickness - 6 cm, 2.35 in
WWeight - 125 kg, 276 lb
Belly Diameter - 59 cm, 23.25 in
Mouth Diameter - 25 cm, 9.85 in
Height - 105 cm, 41.35
Height (w/o lid) - 70 cm, 27.5 in
Skewers - 8
Accessories - Ash Grate,
AAsh Scraper, Ash Shovel,
Skewer Hanger, 
Lids - Small and Large



The medium sized tandoor Saka features ornaments, clean lines, and detailing on the 
metalwork. This tandoor has the craftsmanship you expect from our large tandoors, at a 
reduced price. It accommodates 12+ skewers for you to create a feast for all of your 
guests.

The Chief boasts built in hangers for your tandoor oven tools, accents on the body
inspired by classic Greek pottery, and a size that doesn’t take over your backyard. One of 
our smaller models, it is perfect for those who want all of the functionality and the unique 
look of a tandoor oven, but can’t commit the same space that our largest models require. 

Size - M
Package Weight - 127 kg, 280 lb
Package Dimensions –
70 x 70 x 100 cm
27.5 in x 27.5 in x 39.35 in
Wall thickness - 6 cm, 2.35 in
WWeight - 117 kg, 258 lb
Belly Diameter - 64 cm, 25.2 in
Mouth Diameter - 30 cm, 11.8 in
Height - 90 cm, 35.5 in
Height (w/o lid) - 64 cm, 25.2 lb
Skewers - 12
Accessories - Ash Grate,
AAsh Scraper, Ash Shovel, Skewer 
Hanger, Lids - Small and Large

TANDOOR SAKA

TANDOOR CHIEF

Size - S
Package Weight - 90 kg, 198 lb
Package Dimensions –
55 x 55 x 95 cm,
21.65 x 21.65 x 35.5 in
Wall thickness - 5 cm, 2 in
WWeight - 81 kg, 179 lb
Belly Diameter - 51 cm, 20 in
Mouth Diameter - 25 cm, 9.85 in
Height - 90 cm, 35.5 in
Height (w/o lid) - 61 cm, 24 in
Skewers - 8
Accessories - Ash Grate,
AAsh Scraper, Ash Shovel, Skewer 
Hanger, Lids - Small and Large



If you love meat, then this might be the perfect tandoor for you. The clay body of this 
oven is decorated with accents that help you connect with your inner hunter. The
compact design coupled with the lid integrated skewer hanger allows you to cook skew-
ers of meat without having to remove the large lid and lose heat in the process. 

Nomad is the smallest of our tandoors. Its compact body is decorated with a leaf design 
that is reminiscent of Italian vineyards and the metalwork has built in functionality to 
hold your tandoor accessories. This tandoor is perfect for creating unique tandoori a-
vours in the smallest of spaces

TANDOOR HUNTER

TANDOOR NOMAD

Size - S
Package Weight - 90 kg, 198 lb
Package Dimensions –
55 x 55 x 95 cm,
21.65 x 21.65 x 35.5 in
Wall Thickness - 5 cm, 2 in
WWeight - 81 kg, 179 lb
Belly Diameter - 51 cm, 20 in
Mouth Diameter - 25 cm, 9.85 in
Height - 90 cm, 35.5 in
Height (w/o lid) - 61 cm, 24 in
Skewers - 8
Accessories - Ash Grate,
AAsh Scraper, Ash Shovel, Skewer 
Hanger, Lids - Small and Large



This beautiful lid and accessory stand is a 
ne complement for any tandoor. The 
metal work and artistry perfectly comple-
ments the design of all of our tandoors. Use 
it to support the tandoor lid while you are 
loading, unloading or just enjoying the 
aromas rising from your tandoor while 
ccooking. The stand is also perfect for hang-
ing many of the accessories that can be 
used with your tandoor including the ash 
scraper, shovel, skewers and more.

Use the base to raise your tandoor off of the 
ground.  Perfect for increasing the height of 
your tandoor to suit taller individuals and 
simultaneously add elegance.  Also makes 
it easier to remove the ash and coals from 
your tandoor when you are done cooking.  
Available for all tandoors that do not al-
rready come with a base.

This is the perfect tool for cooking up some 
steaks, chicken breasts, salmon lets or
vegetables. Use this rack in combination 
with our large sized baking stones for
the added ability to cook up to 4 pizzas
simultaneously! 

TThis rack is intended for use in the Aladdin 
and Ataman. 

LID STAND

TANDOOR BASE 

4-TIER RACK
LARGE



3-TIER RACK
MEDIUM

This rack can do all that our 4-tier rack can 
do, however the 3 tier rack can also be used 
in some of our shorter tandoor models.
 
This rack is intended for use in the Aladdin, 
Oriental, Ataman, Saka, and Aladdin Mini.

3-TIER RACK
LARGE

This is the perfect tool for cooking up some 
steaks, chicken breasts, salmon lets or
vegetables. Use this rack in combination 
with our medium sized baking stones for 
the added ability to cook up to 4 pizzas
simultaneously! 
 
TThis rack is Intended for use in the Antique, 
Ataman and Khan. 

4-TIER RACK
MEDIUM



This is the perfect tool for cooking up some 
steaks, chicken breasts, salmon lets or
vegetables. You can also use this for a tall 
item like a roast. Use this rack in
combination with our medium baking 
stone to cook a pizza or loaf of bread. 

TThis rack is intended for use in Khan, 
Ataman, Saka, Chief, Hunter, Antique and 
Aladdin Mini. 

1-TIER RACK
MEDIUM

This is the perfect tool for cooking up some 
steaks, chicken breasts, salmon lets or
vegetables. Use this rack in combination 
with our large baking stone to cook a pizza, 
or in combination with our chicken stand to 
cook a whole chicken. 

This rack is intended for use in the
AAladdin, Oriental, Ataman and Saka. 

1-TIER RACK
LARGE

This is the perfect tool for cooking up some 
steaks, chicken breasts, salmon lets or
vegetables. 
 
This rack is intended for use in the Nomad 
only. 

2-TIER RACK
SMALL



Keep your tandoor dry in style with our 
custom sized premium tandoor covers.  
This cover is made from a heavy duty water 
resistant nylon fabric accented with red 
piping.  The Premium Tandoor Covers are 
exclusively made for our Aladdin and
Oriental models only. 

PREMIUM
TANDOOR COVER

Keep your tandoor dry and free of debris 
with our custom sized water resistant 
covers.  There is a custom size available for 
each of our tandoors. 

TANDOOR COVER

The sh grilling rack is perfectly shaped for 
cooking a whole sh or side let.  Just 
season your dressed sh, place inside the 
rack and hang it from your skewer rack and 
you will be eating tandoori sh in no time.

IIntended for use in Aladdin, Oriental, 
Ataman, Antique, Khan, Saka, Aladdin Mini 
and Chief. 

FISH GRILLING
RACK



The baking stone is available in two sizes. 
Either for the large or medium sized racks, 
and is perfect for cooking pizza, bread or 
even fries. 

Size: Large
Fit: 4-Tier Rack – Large, 3-Tier Rack – Large 
or 1 Tier Rack – Large
DDiameter: 28 cm, 11 inches
Thickness: 2.5 cm, 1 in
Weight: 2.7 kg, 6 lb

Size: Medium
Fit: 4-Tier Rack – Medium, 3-Tier Rack – 
Medium or 1 Tier Rack –Medium
Diameter: 21 cm or 8 inches
TThickness: 2.5 cm, 1 in
Weight: 1.75 kg, 4 lb

BAKING STONE
FOR RACKS

Unleash your creative skills with one of our 
most popular tools. The tandoor meat hook 
is perfect for cooking larger piece of meat 
such as a leg of lamb, whole chicken or 
even a turkey. 

The meat hook is made for use in all of our 
tandoors except for the Nomad and Hunter.

MEAT HOOK

Use these stainless steel hook and scraper 
tools to retrieve your naan being cooked di-
rectly on the inside wall of your tandoor.

Length: 100 cm, 39 in 

NAAN TOOLS



The cast iron Steak Grill is the perfect way to 
make the most out of your fuel.  Use this 
tool to cook your steaks at a high
temperature over full ames while your 
tandoor heats up.  Makes perfect sear 
marks every time.

TThe grill sits just above the mouth of your 
tandoor on top of the skewer hanger.

Available in 3 sizes:
• Large: 33.5cm, 13.2 in
Fits: Oriental.
• Medium : 27.5cm, 10.8 in
FFits: Aladdin, Antique, Ataman, Aladdin 
Mini, Saka and Oriental.
• Small : 21cm, 8.25 in
Fits: Nomad, Khan, and Chief.

STEAK GRILL 

This forged stainless steel skewer is a
perfect utensil for hanging your choice of 
food inside your tandoor.  While in use they 
absorb heat from your tandoor to
simultaneously cook your food from the 
inside. 

SkeSkewers come in various sizes depending 
on the tandoor that you have. 

SKEWER

This double skewer is perfect for items that 
don’t hold well on our regular skewers like 
chicken, shrimp or certain vegetables. 

Please note: This skewer will t in all models 
EXCEPT the Chief, Hunter and Nomad.

DOUBLE SKEWER



This 2 litre Ceramic Pot is perfect for
cooking any soups or stews inside your
tandoor. Use the fork to place the pot
directly on top of the ash grate and again to 
retrieve it. 

This item will t any tandoor. 

CERAMIC POT
WITH FORK

The Skewer Bowl comes in two sizes and is 
one of the most versatile tools that we offer.  
Items which tend to fall off of our regular 
skewers will stay on and cook perfectly. You 
can also use this tool to avour items that 
you place into the bowl, with the juice that 
drips from the meat on the skewers as it 
cookcooks.  With the Skewer Bowl, there are 
many ways to nurture your creative
culinary mind. 

Size: Large (Fits Aladdin, Oriental, Ataman 
and Saka)
Diameter: 28 cm, 11 in
Number of skewers: 6
Length of skewers: 16 cm, 6.3
Distance between skewers: 5 cm, 2 in
Distance between lower skewer & bowl: 
12 cm, 4.75
Bowl depth: 11 cm, 4.35 in
Total height: 37 cm, 14.5 in

Size: Medium 
((Fits Khan, Ataman, Saka, Hunter, Antique 
and Chief)
Diameter: 20 cm, 7.85 in
Number of skewers: 6
Length of skewers: 13 cm, 5.1 in
Distance between skewer: 5 cm, 2 in
DDistance between lower skewer & bowl: 
10 cm, 4 in
Bowl depth: 8.5 cm, 3.35 in
Total height: 37 cm, 14.5 in

SKEWER BOWL 



Add style to your outdoor cooking space 
with this Firewood Stand.  Comes in two 
sizes to perfectly match the artistry of your 
tandoor. 

Small
Height: 85 cm, 33.5 in
Length: 74cm, 29.15 in
WWidth: 50cm, 19.7 in
Weight: 21kg, 46 lb

Large
Height: 109cm, 43 in
Length: 89cm, 35 in
Width: 40cm, 15.75 in
Weight: 31kg, 68 lb

CCovers are also available for both the large 
and small Firewood Stands.

FIREWOOD STAND

The Ceramic Chicken Roaster is meant to 
be used with our large 1-tier rack.  Cook a 
whole chicken from the inside and out 
while protecting the legs from charring..  
You will have a perfect roasted tandoor 
chicken every time. 

Height: 14cm, 5.5 in
BBowl depth: 7cm, 2.75 in
Diameter of pipe: 6cm, 2.35 in
Diameter of bowl: 25cm, 10 in
Weight: 3kg, 6.5 lb

CERAMIC CHICKEN
ROASTER

The Cauldron Support is perfect for
harnessing the heat from your tandoor as it 
is heating up. Use pots, pans, a wok, or any 
other cooking device you can rest on top.

Fits: Aladdin, Oriental, Antique, Aladdin 
Mini, Ataman and Saka. 

CAULDRON SUPPORT



A modern take on ancient cooking.
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